
The Event – Lawn But Not Forgotten Trivia Night

For the past 10 years, Lawn Summer Nights has built
a solid reputation for launching fun, creative events
while raising over $4,200,000 in support of Cystic
Fibrosis Canada. Since our inception we have
generated awareness of CF among thousands of
people who had little previous exposure to it,
introduced thousands of young people to
philanthropy and community engagement, and
started a new trend, lawn bowling, that has taken
everyone by surprise (us included!).

COVID-19 and all its restrictions have created an
opportunity to introduce new events that bring our
friends together even if we can’t be “together”. This
July we will host a series of local and national trivia
events. As in past, these events are driven by
volunteer young professionals who form each
participating city's organizing committee and
supported by our National Manager.

15 cities across Canada will host a video trivia

tournament bringing together thousands of young
professionals in their twenties and thirties
throughout July. The participants register as teams
of 4 with creative team names indulge in delicious
menus of food and cocktails and vie for the right to
demonstrate their keen intellect and vie for a
chance to bring their team to the First Annual LSN
National Trivia Trophy!

Our Inspiration

Eva Markvoort spent a lifetime battling cystic fibrosis
and made it her life’s work to build awareness and
help to find a cure for the disease. Sadly, Eva lost
her own fight with cystic fibrosis on March 27, 2010.
She was 25 years old.

We are proud to be a part of Eva’s legacy and our
events will continue to accomplish what Eva
championed the most – enjoying life and finding a
cure for cystic fibrosis. Founded in 2009, LSN is a
nationally trademarked and federally registered not-
for-profit organization in Canada.



The 2019 Highlights [from our classic lawn bowling event]

11th year of the event

17 LSN events in Canadian cities: Victoria, Vancouver, 
Tsawwassen, Calgary, Edmonton, Regina, Saskatoon, 
Winnipeg, Chatham, London, Brantford, Simcoe, Toronto, 
Ottawa, Montreal, Charlottetown, Halifax

2500+ participants

300+ volunteers

4300+ donors

$760,000+ raised for Cystic Fibrosis Canada 

99% said they would recommend LSN to a friend*
*survey conducted with 2019 event participants across Canada by 
Lawn Summer Nights

The Details

This year a selection of LSN cities will host virtual trivia tournaments,
live streamed with professional MCs, special guests, speakers,
entertainment, and of course, some skill testing questions. Players
will register in teams of four and will compete for the title of their
cities top teams, who advance on to a National final July 30th.
Fundraising nets you extra points, plus scores you some sweet
prizes, so just like LSN we’ll be encouraging all teams to raise money
for CF Canada.

Work With Us

While this year didn’t go as planned for Lawn Summer Nights, it’s as
important as ever to us that we create an event experience that honours
our four pillars – and lawn bowling isn’t actually one of them. We’re
confident the trivia event will be a fun night for friends to gather and
fundraise for CF Canada, We know we can create engaging programming
that educates our audience and spreads awareness about cystic fibrosis.
And the fact that we are doing our best to make the most out of a difficult
situation is the best way to honour the legacy of Eva.

We know this year has had an impact on many businesses and organizations
just like ours, but for anyone who is interested in working with us, we’d love
to discuss what that could look like this year!

Questions?

Send us an email at hello@lawnsummernights.com!
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